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8 Faculty

2-3 Residents per year

Education

3 Programs
- Integrated Imaging Informatics Track Residency Program (I3T)
- Fellowship
- National Imaging Informatics Course (NIIC)

Innovation

4 Startup Systems
- CameRad
- PatientFlow
- Line of Sight
- Shield

Research

2 AI Labs
- HITI Lab
- Transnational Lab for Cardiothoracic Imaging and AI

200+ Scholarly Academic Papers Since 2014

48 Systems Supported

Advocacy

Secured over $10 M in capital as the business sponsor for necessary enterprise-wide improvements in clinical systems and analytics

Over $3.2 M in Grants

Nabile Safdar, Peter Harri, Carlo De Cecco, Judy Gichoya, Hari Trivedi, Neil Lall, Patricia Balthazar, Elizabeth Krupinski